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Little history of QFS

Let’s put all this Woo Woo stuff aside and find out what the QFS has been doing

over the last two years or so. It has been very busy.

Those involved in using this computer have learned how to “connect” into the archaic Central Bank computer(s) system.

Through the SWIFT transfer protocol used by the Central Banks (CB),/2

the QFS has obtained account information from every Tier 1 bank account in every bank in the world that is linked to the

SWIFT transfer system./3

It has also obtained info for 2nd tier and 3rd tier banks that don’t have their own SWIFT transfer codes and use Tier 1 banks

to service their customer’s transfer requests. Tier 2 &3 banks have accounts in Tier 1 banks that are used to transfer

money./4

With this information, the QFS was integrated into the SWIFT transfer system and programmed it to where each transfer is

channeled through the QFS to record transfer data. The data is then inserted back into the SWIFT system to complete the

transfer to the intended bank account.5

With this recording ability, every transfer through the SWIFT system and all data has been recorded and saved./6

This means that every time money is transferred, the QFS has recorded the account number of where the money came

from, who transferred it, when, and the account where it ended up./7

Each increment of Fiat currency,

regardless of the National Currency used, the QFS has given it an “Electronic digital code Name” that it uses to identify the

increment of currency within the banking system./8

With this “Electronic Code Name,” it can track all currencies within the baking system and can identify it in any bank account

anywhere in the system./9
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The QC tracks the last 40 times an increment of money in any account has been transferred. It took a lot of time and effort to

do this but it has been completed and active for quite some time (two years)./10

All of this info is shrouded and the activity and its data info are unavailable to any bankers or their IT technicians./11

Often times in the past two years,/12

a banker has unsuccessfully tried to reroute funds to hold in some account somewhere so they can do overnight trading and

then find out that the funds have already been successfully transferred into the receiving account within a few moments of

the transfer initiation./13

Can you imagine some techy being fired over this because he couldn’t do what the boss wanted? It's not his/her fault, they

have no clue what takes place./14

Imagine the frustration of the banker that tries to steal funds and finds law enforcement knocking at the door with a warrant

for his/her arrest. /15

Imagine the politician that gets a kickback from a country that receives foreign aid and finds their money has been

transferred into an account that will hold the funds for law enforcement to investigate the origins. The QFS knows where the

money came from and where it is./16

Is this why Q says we’ve got it all? They are stupid?17/17

-Ron Giles-
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